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Abstract
This paper discusses several elements of communication, coordination, and event response dynamics from a combination of 
cognitive ergonomics and systems engineering analysis perspectives.  Event response coordinators and managers of critical 
infrastructure networks are faced with cognitive challenges due to bounded sociotechnical rationality and cognitive framing. For 
the purposes of this discussion, “disaster” is a derived description, emerging from a combination of event dynamics (including 
magnitude and scope of natural processes); human impact (including number and severity of people and communities affected); 
and event response activity (including prediction and preparation, and both proactive and reactive allocation of resources).   The 
potential impact of the event itself may limit information flow to coordinate and improve response, as well as the age, 
confidence, and completeness of information available.  Cognitive framing addresses responders’ decisions and actions to 
maintain a stance of process control to maintain robust, nominal operations, or cybernetic adaption to maximize resilience and
recovery from degradation.  This paper addresses the need for effective information alignment, not only in terms of structural 
components of event planning, but real-time dynamics of event response when infrastructure networks themselves may be 
compromised.  As the geographic scope of an event increases, event response activity must evolve from a centralized to a more 
distributed human response coordination process.
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1. Introduction
A number of recent extreme large-scale natural events, and breakdowns in disaster and emergency response 
coordination, have brought into focus the challenge of community and organizational resilience.  The motivation for 
this paper is to weave together a number of threads regarding ongoing discussions in several areas, including human 
factors and (macro)ergonomics, systems engineering, and management of hybrid cyber-physical network systems.  
In essence, these discussions address a question whose answer becomes more challenging the more people design 
and develop technologies to address it: what is a real measure of a well-functioning system?
For a large city in an industrially developed society, there are multiple components of expected performance of 
the city-as-system.  Streets and highways are open, enabling traffic to move efficiently to support its residents.  Basic 
utilities are expected to be continuously available at the flip of a wrist at a faucet or light fixture; internet access for 
computers and networked devices is increasingly seen as one of those basic utilities.  Mass transportation systems, 
both at local and national levels, support the flows of tourists and businesspersons into or out of the city.  
Communication media allow up-to-date information to be shared between local residents and governments, 
businesses, and emergency first responders as appropriate.   Many inhabitants and visitors do not even consider these
capabilities as exceptional, and most do not consider the interplay between them.  The news story comes not from 
the achievement of normal operations, but when those operations are degraded, interrupted, or prevented (by 
naturally occurring, intentionally disruptive, or even accidental factors).  As these operations become more available 
and accessible, there is a growing reliance on them to continue to support that level of performance functioning in 
the city; humans may lose the ability or familiarity to maintain societal dynamics without them [1].
Those charged with managing performance of such systems are expected to maintain effective operations not 
simply one day, but every day; not just in benign conditions, but even when the system environment has drifted far 
from its “nominal” state.   In this sense,  management of critical infrastructure systems is a crucial human factors and 
ergonomics question, involving multiple considerations at micro- and macro-ergonomics levels of analysis.  
Analysts and operators are expected to anticipate, respond to, and even prevent potential degradations in 
infrastructure performance.  However, it is not possible to maintain nominal system performance under all possible 
operational and environmental conditions; control can be expensive, and perfect control is infinitely so [2, 3].  
Although we may not want any adverse events that demonstrate the vulnerability of these critical infrastructure 
systems, it is exactly our understanding of past performances and lessons learned that helps to limit the conditions 
where system breakdown is likely.    
2. Events, Effects and Responses
For both natural and human-initiated events, understanding of the potential impacts of event dynamics on critical 
infrastructure systems is essential.   Critical infrastructure systems, including communication, information, power, 
and transportation networks, are both vulnerable assets to be protected, and critical resources to be assessed and 
used in real time to support effective event response.  However, the “coupling” of these resources increases the 
complexity and need for effective information access and sharing among decision makers and responders regarding 
the current state of these infrastructure networks.  (“Coupling,” in this context, refers to the interaction and flow of 
energy, information or materials from one system component to another in the same or nearby system, whether or 
not that flow was intended.)  
No network can be made infinitely robust (able to withstand all events without performance degradation) or 
infinitely resilient (able to recover from degradation from any event).  Further, the dynamics of the event itself 
reduces the ability of human task performers to gather or discern all critical information regarding the complete and 
current state of the event and possibly affected infrastructure networks.   The uncertain state of the world, and the 
role of sensors and communication systems (which are also subject to degradation and interruption) in providing 
information about that state, helps to contribute to differing “levels” of uncertainty.  In such conditions, the process 
of determining “what is wrong” and “what to do about it” represents a combination of thoughts, decisions, plans, 
and actions in order to frame the problem, detect the source of the problem, isolate its source, and recover from the 
problem and its effects on infrastructure.  The “detect / isolate / recover” stages of troubleshooting and restoring 
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functionality are well known in engineering communities as FDIR processes (where “F” stands for “fault”) in event 
or anomaly response [4, 5].  
Despite tremendous advances in sensor technology, human expertise and sensemaking still play a major role in 
defining appropriate objectives for a quality solution, as well as determining the nature of the problem, and available 
resolution plans (in other words, “how to define success,” and not just “how to achieve success”).  Especially in 
more complex and unusual conditions, classical decision science approaches begin to break down in describing (and 
thus defining automated solutions to resolve) the current state and the relative gains and costs associated with 
particular decisions intended to achieve a desired goal state.  A complete elaboration of the challenges of fully 
automated FDIR is beyond the scope of this paper.  However, the following sections will discuss issues of the role 
of cognitive framing, elements of different levels of uncertainty (including the concept of “deep uncertainty”), and 
the impact of event dependencies and couplings on event response activities.
3. Stability, Robustness, and Resilience
Errors in decision making and execution, when applied to large-scale natural event prediction and response, have 
the capability of escalating an event (e.g., snowstorm, hurricane, earthquake) into a disaster with catastrophic 
outcomes.  A systems engineering, or sociotechnical systems engineering (STSE), framework can analyze such 
events using a combination of cognitive and dynamic systems analysis tools to describe system performance over 
time [6].  In the case of city-as-system, we can consider a city that runs well under normal conditions as operating 
under conditions of stable equilibrium.  The robustness of a city’s operations, in this context, represents the range of 
environmental conditions under which the city’s infrastructure continues to perform as expected and in a nominal 
way.  (By comparison, a city that cannot maintain its critical infrastructure except in very specific and transient 
combinations of environmental conditions would not be seen as functioning in unstable equilibrium; a city that 
cannot manage high performance operations even under the most favorable conditions would not be operating in 
equilibrium at all.)   
Although some authors may consider robustness and resilience as equivalent concepts, they are in fact distinct 
system properties [7, 8].  Robust performance describes the range of conditions under which the system does 
perform well.  Resilience, by contrast, describes the degradation and recovery processes of the system if 
environmental conditions exceed those for which the system was intended to perform in a robust manner.  
Statisticians, quality, and control engineers have known for many years that maintaining optimal performance within 
a very narrow operating range is prohibitively expensive and operationally infeasible [9, 10].  Thus, it is not 
reasonable to request managers of critical cyberinfrastructure systems to maintain ideal “performance as desired” 
under all possible event scenarios.  One can consider two different approaches to event response as characteristic of 
a quality control perspective (identifying and eliminating causes of variance of performance reduction: see [3, 11, 
12]), or a cybernetic adaptation perspective (developing broader ranges of response to environmental variance, and 
returning to stable operating ranges after disruptions beyond that range: see [13].)  For the remainder of this paper, 
these approaches will be described as control and adaptation perspectives on managing system behavior. Control 
perspectives emphasize maintaining effective operations within previously defined stable operational ranges.  
Adaptation perspectives emphasize minimizing the effects of system performance degradation and improving the 
speed and quality of system recovery after disruption.
The magnitude, duration, and event onset characteristics may all affect whether conditions remain within, or 
exceed, the robustness range of stable and effective operations [14].  It is often impossible to know the true state of 
an event before it occurs.  In the case of major events, information availability during the event may be limited, 
constraining knowledge of the event itself, or infrastructure conditions in response to the event.  Thus, in a scenario 
with uncertain information, uncertain conditions, and uncertain costs and rewards for particular decisions or 
outcomes, managers of critical infrastructure systems (including communications and cyberphysical networks) are 
required to determine what needs to be done, where and when and how to do it, and even which systems can be 
maintained at a given time based on past events and actions, a process known as threat-error management [15].  
Cognitive framing plays an important role in how decisions and actions are conceived, considered and constrained
in such uncertain and dynamic conditions.
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4. The Role of Framing
In order to effectively solve a complex problem, it is important to first recognize, based on the data available, 
what is the true situation – this is Level 1 SA in Endsley’s Situation Awareness paradigm [16].  Limited, 
contradictory, or outdated information may increase the difficulty of determining where the source of a problem 
may lie, between the world, or in the sensors providing data about the world, or about the communications linkages 
reporting the sensor data [17].  A second problem is even more challenging for human decision makers (and often 
impossible for automated systems): determining which type of solution to a complex problem is “best”.  These 
challenges are not simply ones of determining what set of responses provides the “optimal” outcomes on one set of 
performance criteria, but which attributes or objectives have the highest weighting in the current situation.
Cognitive framing can be seen as one way that humans face the challenge of determining which is the problem to 
solve, and how best to solve it, given uncertain information and conflicting decision criteria [18, 19].  Tversky and 
Kahneman’s original presentation of “framing” used both concepts of positive vs. negative framing, and risk tolerant 
vs. risk averse framing.  Some authors may consider cognitive frames in the same sense as biases: this interpretation 
seems to come from the positive vs. negative frames conceptualization of framing.  For the purposes of this paper, 
framing will be considered in terms of the risk averse vs. risk tolerant framing conceptualization.  
However, from a system stability standpoint, which truly is the risk averse framing?  A number of authors  [18-
20] emphasize “risk averse” as a more “conservative” choice, in the sense of minimizing loss or degradation of 
one’s current condition.  Within this context, the control framing stance represents a more conservative choice – if 
conditions are well enough known and understood to minimize the probability of conditions escalating from concern 
to event to catastrophic disaster.  Because an adaptation framing stance represents a willingness to accept that 
infrastructure systems may lose availability and city-as-system performance may be severely disrupted, this stance 
might be seen as the more risk-tolerant approach – if it is assumed that such risks can be avoided through proper 
actions and decisions based on the available information.  As is characteristic of such framing problems, the nature 
of the framing stances is strongly influenced by information availability regarding choices and objective functions. 
In Tversky and Kahneman’s studies, “participants apparently failed to entertain the possibility that the conjunction 
of two seemingly reasonable choices could lead to an untenable result” [19].     
The dynamics of threat-error management and degraded information can serve to significantly degrade an 
operator’s or manager’s sequence of decisions in the face of delays, information losses, or uncertainties in event 
dynamics.  Human decision making and action plans are unstable in the face of such dynamics; consequences of 
decisions and actions affect future event conditions and subsequent decisions and actions.  Tversky and Kahneman
reported that:
“in many situations, however, an action gives rise to a compound outcome, which joins a series of changes in a 
single attribute… people generally evaluate acts in terms of a minimal account, which includes only the direct 
consequences of the act… Because of the nonlinearities of the evaluation process, the minimal account and a more 
inclusive one often lead to different choices.” [19].
5. Framing and Deep Uncertainty
Tversky and Kahneman’s discussion of nonlinearities in decision assessment and outcome evaluation also 
highlights a consideration of the limits of robust control frames and event responses.  Mathematical approaches to 
decision science and game theoretic approaches to evaluating costs and benefits tend to assume relatively linear and 
consistent shifts in relative payoffs over a range of outcome scenarios.  However, these assumptions do not reflect 
either the range of event conditions, or the perception of net costs and benefits of particular decisions.  A particular 
form of violation of these linear assumptions is associated with the concept of “deep uncertainty” [8, 21]. An 
important characteristic of deep uncertainty scenarios is that the range of outcomes is no longer well defined 
according to a simple distribution of outcomes.  For instance, a simple estimation of outcomes of a roll of a single 
six-sided die is not affected by having a larger number of similar die.  On the other hand, complex rules for 
outcomes of rolls from a bag of heterogeneous dice ranging from 4 to 20 sides can greatly affect decisions that 
previously only assumed outcomes ranging from one to six.  To take more tangible event response examples, a 
traditional insurance depreciation model based on building age will completely fail to estimate the cumulative costs 
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of failing to protect victims of flooding in the historic Jackson Square region of New Orleans, or those seeking 
shelter in Notre Dame from fires burning in Paris.   
Deep uncertainty issues can affect both estimates of events, and projections of event responses, especially if 
couplings between infrastructure networks are also included.  As I have noted elsewhere {Caldwell Katrina and 
Sandy papers}, substantial flooding (as from a hurricane) not only degrades and disrupts transportation networks, 
but also electrical networks.  Flooding conditions that last for multiple days can thus slowly shut down 
telecommunications capabilities as well, as both cell towers are taken offline and cell phone batteries run down.  
Operational plans that expect and rely on telecommunications information flow (because cell phones do not have the 
limitations of corded land line phones) may be unworkable due to the coupling of flood pathways, electrical 
infrastructure, and cellular infrastructure.
6. Improving System Stability and Resilience
How, then, can we (as human factors and sociotechnical systems engineers) help improve the performance and 
safety of our cities in response to large-scale natural events?  “All hazard” response plans attempt to consolidate 
efforts to protect critical infrastructure systems against human threats, as well as environmental events.  However, it 
is clear that the most risk-averse, process stability based control framing is simply not appropriate in this case.  
Humans do not possess the technologies to prevent or minimize the magnitude of natural events, and these events 
can occur over much longer time periods and geographic scales than a point-based human threat hazard.  The 
potential for widespread impacts and coupled degradation of multiple critical infrastructure networks and systems 
suggests that decentralized, rather than centralized, event response centers can maintain greater range of operations 
over a wider set of operational conditions.  
A more significant impact, however, might be felt in the communication and presentation of information 
regarding coupled and sequential decisions in the face of the uncertainties of event dynamics and response actions 
(and not simply procedures or decision plans).  One major difference between control and adaptation frames is their 
sensitivity to assumptions that operational continuity can be maintained over a range of event magnitudes and 
onsets.  Under what conditions are those assumptions reasonable? How sensitive are operational plans to 
assumptions that all communications are sent and received perfectly well and always on time?  Do managers 
recognize the actual range of event conditions for which response plans were developed, tested, or validated?  
It should be noted that, as the author continues to work in this domain, there is a growing list of candidate 
scenarios to describe both effective and problematic responses to large-scale natural events.  Prior presentations 
between 2006 and 2010 focused mostly on the impacts of decision making and plan execution in response to 
Hurricane Katrina.  Later discussions in 2014 referenced Superstorm Sandy and polar vortex conditions and 
snowstorms in Atlanta and the Midwest; in early 2015, the focus can now be placed on historic snowfall amounts 
over multiple storms in Boston.  
One challenge of the 2015 snowstorms in Boston was an example of the effects of multiple events, and the time 
required for event recovery (compared to time available between events). Boston, as a US city prepared for winter 
weather, did demonstrate the capability of resilient response to recovery after blizzard conditions and 20 inches (50 
cm) of snow.  (This is in comparison to a city such as Atlanta, a southern US city which was paralyzed in 2014 due 
to 2 inches (5 cm) of snow—but without sufficient snow or ice removal equipment or processes.)  However, after 
multiple snowstorms within a period of 3-4 weeks, Boston found itself limited in recovery capability because of the 
accumulation of snow over multiple storms, and the lack of capability to clear roads and move snow (because there 
was nowhere to put it).  It was only the relaxation of ordinances preventing dumping snow into the local harbor that 
provided Boston with additional operational capability (changing what qualifies as a successful solution) to manage 
an urban snow cover of nearly 2m.  Such multi-event dynamics help to demonstrate the impact of substantial 
nonlinearities associated with non-independent events.  
Probability and event likelihood estimates are another area where human decision makers and managers need 
substantial assistance.  Even with advances in weather forecasting technology, exact storm tracks and specific 
weather impacts of wind, rain, or snow remain difficult to predict more than a few hours in advance (and sometimes, 
not even then).  Two examples from the city of New York, and the example already mentioned from Atlanta, show 
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how cognitive frames can affect and be affected by these probability estimates of event occurrence, magnitude, or 
onset.  At the same time that Boston was predicted to be struck with one of its major snowfalls in January 2015, the 
city of New York was also predicted to be affected by a major snowfall.  City officials took pre-emptive steps to 
close offices and limit travel—an adaptive framing decision emphasizing resilience and recovery rather than 
maintenance of regular operations.  However, when the predicted 24 inches (60 cm) of snow did not occur (less than 
25% of the predicted total actually fell in New York), there was a massive outcry of a poorly executed decision and 
the errors in forecasting [22, 23].  However, in this case (as well as prior examples of pre-emptive resilience-based 
decisions in New York prior to and during Superstorm Sandy), one comment made by the governor of New York 
was that the more resilience-oriented frame “improves readiness” and is a less dangerous error than to underestimate 
event severity and thus leave residents unprepared and emergency responders unable to cope [22].  Such a 
comparison can be made to the decisions and actions of officials in Atlanta in January 2014, who maintained a 
control framing (assuming that event probabilities were insufficient to close schools and offices) until weather 
conditions were beyond the capability of response managers to address, leading to massive traffic jams, accidents, 
and stranded residents [8, 24].
All of these cases demonstrate both the importance of understanding system and network couplings during the 
event, but also the temporal effects of multiple events that occur over time (either to degrade capabilities, or provide 
lessons learned for responses with greater or lesser effectiveness).  Thus, improved presentations to managers of 
current system response capability or “fatigue” due to depleted resources, as well as recency effects influencing 
decision maker or public perceptions of costs and benefits of response actions, represent additional needs for 
improved presentation of critical infrastructure and event response information to responders and network managers.
7. Conclusions
Local officials and managers of critical infrastructure networks have challenges for identifying, preparing for, 
and responding to large-scale natural events that are distinct from those associated with terrorist or other human-
induced threats.  Event response scenarios can include broader ranges of affected areas, and event dynamics 
(including event magnitude, onset, and duration) that are uncontrollable and probabilistic in terms of regions 
affected.  Developing awareness and effective responses to such events can be a process similar to fault detection, 
isolation, and recovery processes in other complex system troubleshooting environments.  However, determining the 
nature of a “good” solution, and managing large-scale event response with potential coupling across infrastructure 
network systems due to the event itself, creates additional challenges for officials and managers.  Bounded 
rationality concerns arise from the potential impact of the event itself limiting information flow to coordinate and 
improve response, as well as possible influences on the factors affecting the weighting of the information that is 
available (including factors such as age, confidence, and completeness of information).  Cognitive framing concerns 
address responders’ decisions and actions to maintain a stance of process control to maintain nominal operations as 
robustness, or cybernetic adaption to maximize resilience and recovery from degradation.  
Although some perspectives on decision making might suggest that resilience frames could represent a more 
“conservative” stance, control frames might actually represent a more “risk-averse” stance in the sense of managers’ 
hopes to minimize costs or losses compared to nominal, stable system operations.  These cognitive framing stances 
strongly affect the allocation of resources, interpretation of incoming information, and strategic planning to select 
appropriate event response actions.  The characteristics of nonlinearities in cost functions, and uncertainties in both 
scale and sensitivity of events to environmental conditions, help to create conditions of deep uncertainty to which 
many decision makers are ill prepared.  Both framing stance and deep uncertainty elements considerably affect the 
perception of determining the nature of a good response, and which activities best enable the infrastructure to 
maintain robust operations or support adaptive recovery operations.  
This paper has addressed the need for effective information alignment, not only in terms of structural components 
of event planning, but real-time dynamics of event response when infrastructure networks themselves may be 
compromised.  Classic decision making structures (such as linear cost functions, independence of events, limited 
sensitivity of event probabilities, or well-described objective functions and utility weightings) can be inadequate to 
deal with such natural event response conditions, and thus limit the capabilities of automated tools to replace human 
decision making processes.  Instead, additional work is needed to help provide managers of infrastructure networks 
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with adequate information regarding ranges of operational stability, as well as impacts of decisions in a threat-error 
management framework that includes interpretations and actions, and not simply policies and a priori decisions on 
solution quality.
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